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kadaksham ( ) 1987 was the first marathi film to come with a screenplay, music and direction by bapu kulkarni. the first screenplay written film in marathi, written by novelist gulzar, had won the national film award for best feature film in marathi. m l vyas was the music director for
this movie. naaya (2011): the film stars the top actors of marathi movies. in the country, it is the 1st film with the same role of mohan joshi (mohana shiva). the film has been based on the kashmira koirala malaichari marathi film which made charu tale (1980). main hoon na is a
2008 marathi film directed by mahesh kale starring mahima nalawade. the film is about a poor marathi brahmin family with three sons. the movie is about the education of the boys. main hoon na is india's first full length feature about a marathi brahmin family, a first in cinema

history. it was released on 5 february 2008, after the normal theatrical run ended on 22 january. om shanti om (2007): om shanti om is a bollywood debut film of actor akshay kumar, whose performance in the film was widely acclaimed by critics and audiences. it opened the door
for kumar to play the role of an action hero with his appearance in the role of a rogue cop in the action thriller film, karan (2003). changani chooti hai (2014): directed by surendra singh,the film also has an ensemble cast consisting of vivek, laxmikant berde, sameera reddy, nutan

pujari, arun mathur, darshan jariwala, varsha usgaonkar, nikhil mahajan. the climax of the film is related to the chhatrapati shivaji maharaj's coronation. it stars anil kapoor, emraan hashmi, nana patekar, and boman irani among others.
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